Abstract. In every scientific discipline, researchers face two common dilemmas: where to find bleeding-edge papers and where to publish their own articles. We propose to answer these questions by looking at the influence between communities, e.g. conferences or journals. The influential conferences are those which papers are heavily cited by other conferences, i.e. they are visible, significant and inspiring. For the task of finding such influential places-to-publish, we introduce a Running Influence model that aims to discover pairwise influence between communities and evaluate the overall influence of each considered community. We have taken into consideration time aspects such as intensity of papers citations over time and difference of conferences starting years. The community influence analysis is tested on real-world data of Computer Science conferences.
on identifying influence between communities. Finally, we show some works dealing with citation networks, with the special regard towards the scope of this article. In the light of these considerations, we emphasize the research questions that we aim to address.
Influence Metrics
The most popular and known methods for influence detection and estimation are the ones focused on the typology of the network. Methods such as PageRank, betweenness or degree centrality or HITS [9] quantify the influence of every node and, as a result, return a rank of highest to lowest influencers, that is based on a particular metric evaluating structural properties of the graph. Other approaches, based on social media sites were also proposed, which for influence model considered also factors such as tie strength between users [10] , or influencer's local or global environment [11] . There were also studies dealing with influence in broader perspective, e.g. dealing with influence propagation in social networks and the problem of maximization of this propagation [5] , or studying of the implications of social influence on the network evolution [12] . However, contrary to our work, while these works focus on creating a hierarchy containing each individual, they do not aim to discover and evaluate the point-to-point influence that is targeted at communities. Ranking methods also base the calculation on the notion that connections between nodes are already an influence (i.e. graph is representing influence dependence) and thus reducing the notion only to topological features of the term. Therefore, they omit the process of the influence discovery, which is crucial for extracting complexity of influence.
Communities
Some research has been done for detection and evaluation of influence within communities. Authors in [13] proposed detecting influence of communities, however, they focused on information propagation flow and omitted the problem of influence discovery, basing their work on assumption of a similar influence tendency. The work [14] analyzed influence in social groups within content-sharing based social networks, with an examination of the process of joining of users. Similarly, work in [15] also focused on detecting groups of users with common interests rather than studying their influence. [16] proposed a model of influence based on topic, investigating both direct and indirect influence, but not dealing with communities. On the other hand, the work in [17] studied citation networks, nevertheless, it targeted the tracking of the influencer-influencee relationships.
Works such as [18] , [19] , and [20] study the dynamicity of networks connected to the evolution of the communities, i.e. examination of the membership of each node to particular clusters and how these memberships change in time. Some approaches deal with community detection at each snapshot, some include composition of historic and current information about the graph in order to determine and track the communities. Nevertheless, these methods, while focusing on detection of the communities and their evolution, are not suitable for tracking precisely influence dependencies for explicitly defined communities. Furthermore, as both influence is highly context-specific [9] and different network types present various dynamicity characteristics, time-dependency models are not universal. Work [7] creates time-respecting dynamic approach for capturing influence of Twitter, however highly time-sensitive, quickly decaying influence of a tweet differs greatly from influence concerning citation between scientific papers. There have been several research works dealing with issues within the citation networks scope, such as studying papers topic evolution [21] , predicting paper influence [22] or ranking experts [23] , however, not focusing neither on pairwise influence between communities nor on problem of time-sensitiveness of influence.
Citation Networks
An important measure in the context of citation network is the famous work of Hirsch [24] . The author presents a metric that aims to calculate the influence of a researcher, based on his/her publications. While it is widely popular, it can be manipulated via self-citations. Moreover, it does not consider the causality between the citations. The problem we are studying is close to the work shown in [25] . This work is introducing the model of group influence which uses Granger causality concept [26] to determine the direction of pairwise influence between two communities, understood as two conferences, for a particular time period. However, the model is capable only of returning pairs of dependent conferences. Therefore, we cannot draw any further conclusions about influence dependencies between the conferences, as there is no measure for quantifying the community influence.
In this work, we particularly focus on the issue of: (1) how to measure the impact between communities considering its time-dependent characteristics, (2) how to quantify and evaluate pairwise influence in order to compare communities influence, (3) how in citation networks we can model time decay.
Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce the notion of citation graph and a closely related community-based citation graph; describe formally the problem definition, and, lastly, discuss the influence properties that we then target in our model.
A citation network can be depicted as a graph, where nodes symbolize papers and edges are the citations between them. In order to consider time for such citation graph, we can model the dynamic citation network as a sequence of directed graphs {G 1 , ..., G m } for time {t 1 , ..., t m }, where G i represents a directed citation graph at particular snapshot t i . G i is thus defined as a directed graph
where V i signifies set of papers (nodes), and E i describes the set of citations (edges) between papers, from citing to referenced paper.
Basing on this classic citation graph, we will define a community-based citation network, in order to better illustrate the focus of this work. As mentioned before, in this study we target influence in the dynamic citation networks between predefined communities. Therefore, first, we define the constant set of of-interest communities S = {C 1 , ..., C n }, with assigned set of papers and citations. Similarly to above-mentioned citation graph, we model the dynamic community-based citation network as a sequence of directed graphs {CG 1 , ..., CG m } for time {t 1 , ..., t m }, where CG i represents a directed community-based citation graph at particular snapshot t i . Importantly, due to dynamic nature of the graph, while the set of of-interest communities is constant (these are the communities whose influence we study at each snapshot t i ), in each graph CG i there can be other appearing or disappearing communities and citations between them at each snapshot t i . CG i is thus defined as a directed graph CG i = {CV i , CE i }, where CV i represents all communities at time t i , and CE i signifies citations between communities at time t i , leading from citing community to cited community with associated weight above each edge symbolizing the number of citations at time t i . In other words, the community-based citation graph is an aggregated version of citation graph, where papers are combined together to form nodes-conferences, and the aggregated citations between conferences, i.e. group of papers are the vertices. An example of such community-based citation graph is shown in Figure 1 . While the set of predefined communities S = {C 1 , ..., C n }, S ⊆ CV i can be the result of any static community mining algorithm, in our work we assume that this set is created using the venue of each paper, therefore each community C i corresponds to a conference (hence, set of papers published at particular conference C i ). Due to the fact that in this work we use only the community-based citation graphs, we will reference it simply as citation graph or citation networks.
Problem definition For time snapshots {t 1 , ..., t m }, given the universe of conferences U , the set of of-interest, predefined communities S = {C 1 , ..., C n }(S ⊂ U ), and the number of citations between each conference pair at particular snapshot of time t i ∈ {t 1 , ..., t m }, our goal is threefold: (1) for each pair of conferences to determine pairwise Running Influence (RI) for time period While the issue of influence measuring is a complex problem, we also want to focus on capturing in our model important properties of influence. In particular, the influence has to have the following features: 
Proposed Model
In order to detect and evaluate influence, according to properties presented in the previous section, we divided the process of influence discovery and assessment into three steps: We discuss each step in the following subsections.
Measurements for Effects Between Communities
Before assessing the Running Influence between two conferences in citation networks at a given period of time, we need to calculate the effect one community has on the other in particular snapshot t i . Here, we show two possible measures to evaluate it. We first discuss the Citation Ratio extension, a measure based on the work [27] , [28] enhanced in order to capture time-dependence of the network. Then, we introduce a second measure, Reference Ratio.
Citation Ratio
To capture the effect one community has on another in particular snapshot t i we have used the metric based on normalized citation weight [27] , [28] . This metric measures a number of citations made by one community to the other. Citation Ratio for community A towards community B at time t is defined as:
where |cit B⇒A (t)| is the number of citations at time t from conference B that reference papers of conference A (created until time t) and the denominator of the formula is the aggregate number of all the citations at time t made by conference B to any conference paper (created until time t) in the set S (including conference A). S symbolizes a group of conferences which we consider as a "general universe of conferences" to which conference B can have references while calculating Citation Ratio, which significance we will now detail. The arrow in CR A→B indicates the direction of the citation influence. Moreover, contrary to previous works [25] , which ignore the size of the considered possible reference group, we propose to distinguish two interpretations of Citation Ratio metric, namely local and global one. While a detailed discussion on the two types can be found in our previous work [8] , we will only limit ourselves to recall the two definitions.
Definition 1 Global Citation Ratio is the ratio given by Formula (1), where in the denominator we consider all possible communities from available data (set S is equal to universe U ). The result of this metric, assuming that we have a wide range of conferences in the dataset, captures the ratio between citations from a particular conference to all conferences in a global and unbiased way.
Moreover, the measure of Global Citation Ratio also captures one of the dynamic features of the network: over different time snapshots conferences can appear and disappear (independently from the relation between two conferences that the CR is calculated). Thus, using the maximal possible set of conferences at every snapshot leads to include this aspect of dynamicity of the network.
Definition 2 Local Citation Ratio is the ratio given by Formula (1), where in the denominator we consider a subset of all available data. The result of this metric captures the impact of one conference on another in a deliberately created subset, where the number of conferences that can be referenced is limited. It can be used in order to obtain the relative, scope measure of the impact between conferences.
Selection of the subset S of universe U of all conferences can be done in any way which results in a subgroup of conferences. It is worth noticing that the selection of this subset can lead to the bias in the Local Citation Ratio in case where the set of selected conferences will contain two smaller subsets between which there will be no citations. In this case, the Local Citation Ratio can be artificially high for a particular pair of conferences, since none of other in the set is connected to them. For instance, in order to select subset S for the use of Local Citation Ratio a subgroup of same topic conferences can be used. Resulting Local Citation Ratio will describe the impact between two conferences within the group of same scope conferences (which creates subgraph of closely connected communities).
Time-dependent Citation Ratio
While Citation Ratio is calculated at each time snapshot, it is important to notice that in the basic version, the metric (Formula (1)) treats equally all the citations made in time t to publications published at any given time (obviously, before time t). However, citations are time-sensitive -indeed, it would be expected for more recent papers to be cited more often. On the other hand, they are not very rapidly disappearing, in comparison to, for instance, tweets [7] . It is also important to notice that some of the considered pairs of conferences may not start operating at the same time (i.e. year). Let us assume two conferences A and B for which we want to calculate CR A→B (t i ). At time t i , conference B can cite papers from conference A published in the past until time t i . In order to study the impact of time on the citations, we aim to differentiate the impact of citations of articles published in each year {t j } before time t i (t j < t i ) on the CR A→B (t i ) value. To do so, we propose (1) a weight function pf , that prioritizes citation information for particular points in time, (2) to calculate the CR A→B (t i ) value as series of the ratios, where we divide the citations made by conference B by the time of publication of the article to which the citation is made. Each such partial series is then multiplied by the weight from above-mentioned weight function. The proposed method is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Method for calculating Citation Ratio value CR A→B (T ) for a particular time (computeCR) with consideration of time-dependency
Input: Conference set S ⊂ U for which we consider influence, conferences A and B for which we calculate CR A→B (T ), max time T , t A start of conference A, priority function pf , time step y Output: CR A→B (T ) value for T prioritized according to priority function pf 1: CRT _series T = 0 2: for t i ⇐ t A to T with step y do 3:
For each time t i , Algorithm 1 calculates the number of citations of conference B made to papers of A published in time t i , divides it by the total number of citations of conference B to any conference from subset S, and multiplies this ratio by the weight assigned according to the particular time t i (lines 1 − 3). The priority function pf is any real-valued, well-defined function over domain [0, 1] . It changes the importance of historical citations over time. Since we operate on time snapshots, we convert a point in time to [0, 1] domain. For instance, a constant priority function emphasizes equally information in each time snapshot. Finally, the result CR A→B (T ) is obtained by aggregating partial results (function sum, line 4). In order to obtain Citation Ratio series for a particular time period, the algorithm has to be repeated for each time point within the considered time period.
Reference Ratio Apart from Citation Ratio, we also introduce a second measure for capturing the effect one community has on another within particular time snapshot t i , called Reference Ratio. Reference Ratio for community A towards community B at time t is defined as:
where |cit B⇒A (t)| is the number of citations at time t from conference B that reference papers of conference A (created until time t), the denominator of the formula signifies the total number of all references at time t made to papers of conference A (created until time t) by any conference in the set S. Similarly to Citation Ratio, S symbolizes a group of conferences which we consider as a "general universe of conferences" to which conference B can have references while calculating Reference Ratio. The arrow in RR A→B indicates the direction of the citation influence. Comparably to Citation Ratio, depending on the considered set of communities S, we can distinguish Local Reference Ratio and Global Reference Ratio.
Similarly to Citation Ratio, we consider a time-dependent version of Reference Ratio, by utilizing the priority function. Since the method is basically the same, we do not include the pseudo-code of the algorithm. Notably, the only change needed is replacing formula for Citation Ratio with the formula from Equation 2 of Reference Ratio. The difference between Citation Ratio and Reference Ratio can be seen in Figure 2 . While Citation Ratio measures how much citations of conference B (in time t) were dominated by citation to the selected conference A, Reference Ratio is actually checking how much the group of citations from B to A is dominating all the references to conference A in time t. It can be seen that while both ratios are measuring impact between two conferences, the implications of those two metrics are very different. 
Running Influence Determination
In order to determine the Running Influence between communities and its direction, we incorporated the Granger causality into our model, similarly to the model in [25] . Thanks to using Granger causality on the time series of Citation Ratios, we capture the causality notion between those series. This broadens the sense of influence between two conferences, which is based not only in typology (from Citation Ratio component) but also includes the notion of dependence of action (i.e. citing) between conferences. This leads to improved Running Influence model in terms of hidden knowledge discovery. Before the presentation of the RI model, we briefly introduce the Granger causality method in what follows.
Granger Causality Intuitively, Granger causality can be explained [26] 
as: Y(t) is causing X(t) if we are better able to predict X(t) using the history information of both X(t) and Y(t) than solely using the history information of only X(t)
, where X and Y are two stationary series X and Y , defined as:
where m is the maximal time lag, and it is assumed to be finite and shorter than given time series; a j and c j are the matrices containing the coefficients of the model; ζ and η are prediction errors (uncorrelated white noise series). In order to determine Granger causality between two series of data, for a particular time period, Granger causality test has to be performed. There are different Granger causality tests proposed in the literature, such as Sims test, Wald test, Lagrange-multiplier test [29] . The test checks if the hypothesis of no Granger causality between two series (so-called null hypothesis) is true. We say that X granger causes Y if the null hypothesis is rejected, meaning b j ̸ = 0; otherwise, the null hypothesis holds, hence X do not granger causes Y . Similarly, we say that Y granger causes X if c j ̸ = 0 (null hypothesis is rejected); otherwise Y do not granger causes X. It is important to notice that we can observe bidirectional granger causality if both X granger causes Y and Y granger causes X. The result of the Granger causality test is the P-value which, depending on assumed threshold ϵ, determines if null hypothesis holds (if P-value is smaller than ϵ) or is rejected (if P-value is greater than ϵ). The ϵ value is arbitrary given, depending on how significant the results should be.
Pairwise Running influence Presented above Granger causality is used in order to determine the causal relation between two time series obtained via calculating Citation or Reference Ratio for a particular time period. In particular, we determine Granger causality relation between a pair of conferences, e.g. A and B, using one of the two ratio metrics for obtaining time series. We calculate CR (or RR) for each time snapshot t i from a particular time period T for which we determine RI (t i ∈ T ), from A to B and from B to A, so that we have two separate CR time series: (1) CR series (RR series) of conference A impacting B (i.e. Y (t) in formula 3) and (2) CR series (RR series) of conference B impacting A (i.e. X(t) in formula 3). Next, we determine Granger causality of A towards B accordingly to the method described above. The result of the Granger causality test answers the question of whether conference A influences conference B, hence determines the possible direction of running influence for a particular time period. We can formally define Running Influence as follows: The process of determination if one conference influences another can be seen in Algorithm 2. The first for loop (lines 1 − 4) creates CR series (or RR series depending on the formula used) for each time snapshots for the two considered conferences. Then, in lines 5 − 13 Granger causality test is performed, and the final existence of RI (or its lack) is determined (lines 9 − 13).
Definition 3 Running Influence of community
In our experiments, we assume the value of ϵ equal to 0.01. Additionally, as it can be observed in Granger causality definition, the Running Influence can be bi-directional, in a case when both considered conferences have an impact on one another in the same time period.
Overall Running Influence Estimation
Running Influence described in Subsection 4.2 is used to determine the existence and direction of the running influence between two communities within the same time period [t s , t e ]. However, it is not sufficient; indeed, while just detecting pairwise influence between communities can be useful, the metric evaluating the value of the Running Influence of a particular conference is still needed. Algorithm 3 first calculates Citation Ratio (or, alternatively Reference Ratio) for every snapshot of time, creating Citation Ratio series using function computeCR (Reference Ratio series using function computeRR), for each pair consisting of conference A for which the influence value is calculated and conference from subset S of which we consider influence (lines 2 − 5). Then, a set of Granger causality tests are performed (lines 6 − 9), each with different lag value, which defines how many past values should be taken into consideration. Set of GCT est as a result returns set of P-values, by which we can determine the existence of influence by selecting the minimal P-value from the GCResult variable (function min in 9th line) and checking if it is smaller than assumed level of significance ϵ (lines 10 − 12). Since we iterate (line 1 − 13) over the set of conferences S (excluding conference A) performing the sequence of actions described above, we afterwards obtain subset Inf Set ⊂ S, which contains all conferences influenced by conference A. This process concerns determining Running Influence from A to any other considered conference from S (pairwise RI), and was explained in detail in Section 4.2.
Then, we estimate the Running Influence value of conference value by firstly using the exponential moving average (EMA) on Citation Ratio series CR_series A→c i (or on Reference Ratio series RR_series A→c i ) from each influenced conference from set Inf Set (the numerator in the line 14). Secondly, we calculate arithmetic average of values obtained from EMA (line 14). In this paper, we have chosen exponential moving average with its weights adding up to 1. The choice is motivated by the fact that in general case we believe that, especially in developing scientific areas, the "fresh" articles should be more influential hence should be considered with higher weight. Importantly, thanks to the metric for Running Influence value, influence between two conferences in the same time period can be compared.
Validation
This section presents experiments conducted in order to validate the proposed model of Running Influence presented in Section 4. 
Data Description
In order to verify the proposed method, we have performed experiments in the real-world dataset consisting of the research papers: Microsoft Academic (MA) database [30] . The dataset contains 126 909 021 scientific publication entries and 528 682 289 citations between them [31] , including the venue (conference) indication. This data was the base for creating the citation networks snapshots for each year, containing the number of citations from and to conferences. The summary of the dataset can be seen in Table 1 . We limited all conferences and journals available in the dataset to a subset, as the subject of our experiments. In order to measure influence, we intended to choose a subset of already known and recognized conferences and journals. To achieve that, we have chosen the top-conferences/journals from Aminer list [32] using two groups: "Artificial Intelligence and Pattern Recognition" (AI) and "Databases and Data Mining" (DM). The Aminer rank uses H5-Index [24] . The final filtered list used in the experiments consists of 45 of Data Mining conferences and 77 Artificial Intelligence/Pattern Recognition conferences 3 . The experiments involving DM and AI conferences were performed independently from each other.
The implementation and experiments were done using PostgreSQL 4 version 9.6 and R language 5 version 3.3.1 with the use of lmtest package 6 for Granger causality tests.
Experiments
The conducted experiments, based on the described dataset, consisted of determining and estimating the influence between conference groups using the time span between 1950 and 2015. Each Running Influence was calculated with respect to Definition 3. As it was previously mentioned, we took into consideration the values of the RI of each pair of conferences in order to calculate the final value of RI. The value of RI was calculated using Algorithm 3.
The examination of the model in terms of time, we have used three different priority functions: constant, linear and square root, shown in Figure 3 . The choice of these functions was due to the fact that they emphasize different time-related aspects. A constant priority function emphasizes equally information in each time snapshot. On the other hand, both linear and square root functions perform annealing of historical data. In result, they put more emphasis on recent data, which is coherent with an intuitive approach of giving more priority to fresh papers. We performed several experiments. In order to investigate the time-dependency, we used the three priority functions on both DM and AI conferences utilizing Citation Ratio. The results for each of the functions using Citation Ratio for AI conferences in the form of top 10 influential conferences can be seen in Figure 4 . Similarly, in case of DM conferences, the outcome utilizing Citation Ratio and three priority functions can be observed in Figure 5 . On top of that, we also wanted to compare the methods of Citation Ratio and Reference Ratio, thus we also present the results of Reference Ratio with the use of three priority functions on the DM conferences in Figure  6 . In the case of ranks using Citation Ratio, the differences resulting from using three priority functions are not that drastic. For instance, in AI conferences the top two conferences -ai and nips are that broadly cited that no matter which priority function (that aims to stress the time importance) are used both of them are on top. This leads to the hypothesis that giving the difference stress on the time importance, using Citation Ratio it is possible to test whether a particular conference is truly influential, that is influential independently of time. If there is no difference between the results from different priority functions that emphasize (or not) first or last citation years, it means that the conference is indeed uniformly influential over the years. The changes of position of conferences in the rank depending on the priority function are due to the citation differences over the years. Unit priority function, does not emphasize the time in any way and treats all citations equally. In contrast, the approaches using linear and sqrt priority functions are more restrictive. This observation seems to confirm the hypothesis that considering time-dependency impacts the resulted influence dependencies.
Interesting to notice is also the vast differences between ranks for DM using Citation and Reference Ratios. Due to the fact that RR computed the ratio of citation between two particular conferences to all of the references to the cited conference the ranks include a different set of conferences. Along the conferences that are both in CR-based and RR-based ranks are conferences www, cikm, vldb, and sigir. It can be observed that in the case of RR results, the change of priority function results in significant change in the ranks. For instance, tkdd, having the 1st position in RR unity rank is not even included in the results from linear and sqrt priority functions.
Moreover, to show the differences between the results of using metrics Citation Ratio and Reference Ratio, we also created an influence dependency graph. Influence dependency graph is the result of calculating RI (see Algorithm 2) for each of the pairs of conferences, aggregated together, thanks to which we can observe all the influence relations between conferences. Figure 7 presents the influence dependency graph for DM conference set, obtained using Citation Ratio with unity priority function. In comparison, the influence dependency graph for DM with the usage of Reference Ratio and unity priority function can be seen in Figure 8 . In each graph, the size of nodes symbolizes the hierarchy of the rank biggest node being most influential in the rank, smallest being least influential. The graphs additionally show the vast difference in the results from using the two metrics. It is worth noticing that the influence value that is computed based on a number of citations does not guarantee the existence of a big number of meaningful connections (in terms of Granger causality). For instance, conference tkdd, which has the first place in rank created using Reference Ratio, can be seen in Figure 7 , created using Citation Ratio, having almost none connections. Similarly, vldb being in top for CR-using rank and having big number of edges in CR-based graph, has a significantly smaller number of connections in case of the RR-based graph. 
Comparison
For systems which deal with measuring relations within social networks, especially these considering influence, obtaining ground-trust knowledge is a widely known problem. Indeed, influence is actually a subjective notion, that originates in social sciences like sociology and psychology, making it ambiguous and hard to quantify. Depending on the particular system and research possibilities, each study tackles the problem of gathering the ground truth differently. In literature, in order to compare a proposed method with truth, we have observed the following trends: (1) presenting the analysis of the results containing only the proposed method [33] , [28] ; (2) comparing the proposed approach to real-world rankings [34] ; (3) contrasting the presented method with another, similar-enough metrics; and (4) measuring ground-truth by utilizing or performing surveys or questionnaires [34] , [35] . In our case, in order to provide both results and comparison of our experiments, we have chosen two, more versatile ways of comparison of the proposed method to other works: using real-world ranking and using a well-known influence metric -PageRank measure.
Real-world Conference Ranking
For comparing results of our method with a real-world ranking, we have chosen the previously mentioned Aminer ranking. It consists of conference rankings, categorized by discipline, using H5-index. The rank and H5-score for AI conferences can be seen in Figure 9b , and for DM conferences in Figure 10b . It can be seen that conferences such as kdd, sigir, or cikm are high in ranks both from our method and from H-index. This indicates that our approach is able to capture influence similar in a way to the assumed state-of-the-art method. However, while there are some similarities between the ranks of our method and H-index ranking, it is important to notice the differences between those approaches. Firstly, the H-index rank takes into consideration any citation from any journal whereas our method considers the subset of all conferences. Secondly, presented here H-index considers only the last 5 years of publication. While such information about latest trends of the conference is definitely useful, it differs from our method that takes a long-term view on citations of a conference. Moreover, due to the usage of priority functions such as linear or sqrt that put different stress on the 'historical' publications, the difference is even more visible, e.g. much lower places of www or tkde conferences.
Weighted PageRank In order to compare the results from the proposed model of Running Influence, we have chosen the weighted PageRank algorithm as a baseline due to two main reasons. Firstly, it is an accepted, well-established method, regarded as a state-of-the-art method for measuring influence [9] . Secondly, it is a well-known and popular approach, as it has been listed as one of ten most influential data-mining algorithms, particularly focused on prestige [36] . In particular, in order for PageRank to be as close to our approach as possible, we have chosen the weighted version of PageRank, where citations are considered as weights.
Having said that, it is important to notice that PageRank and proposed method of Running Influence differ in the way they define influence. PageRank assumes to calculate rank on a network with already specified, topologically-based influence. Moreover, it does not consider the time. In contrary, our method is using topological features of the network to further use it for calculating causal relations in the data. Furthermore, as mentioned, our method considers both time snapshots, and time-dependence of the citation networks.
In order to perform ranking with the use of weighted PageRank method, we have created a graph consisting of conferences as vertices and citations as edges. The lack of a notion of time for PageRank can be dealt with two-fold. Firstly, one could compute the PageRank values for each time snapshot. However, this leads to the problem of how to compute the overall value of PageRank using those snapshot PageRank values. Secondly, there is a possibility of aggregating citations from all used time snapshots in one graph, in order to use the citation numbers as weights for PageRank. Due to simplicity, we have chosen the aggregation method. Since in the experiments concerning DM and AI we use a Global version of both Citation and Reference Ratio for each conference, the PageRank graph contained the selected conferences, and also all conferences that ever cited or were cited by any of selected conferences. Networks for PageRank for each topic (DM/AI) were created separately, as disjoint graphs. The result in the form of top 10 conferences of using PageRank for AI can be seen in Figure 9a , whereas the outcome using DM conferences are shown in Figure 10a .
While PageRank is focused on topological properties of a network only, our method, apart from being topology-aware, is also adding the additional information about the quality of a connection -in particular -Citation Ratio modified by priority functions and ranks computed basing on the number of influenced entities and the volume of influence. One of the consequences of the fact that PageRank does not consider time and bases solely on network structure is that any newer conference that might be gaining influence, but has not long history, will not be included in rank from PageRank. In comparison, as our method includes time, a newer conference that is highly cited in 'recent' time can still get a high place in the rank. The instance of such situation can be seen in the case of younger conference icdm, that is not included in PageRank (Figure 10a) , however, is included in all three ranks from CR-based method ( Figure 5) . Moreover, since H-index method takes into consideration last five years, we can say that it is not biased by the older conferences as PageRank is. Interestingly, we can observe that both H-index and our method based on CR has found some conferences not included in PageRank at all. In case of AI, conference acl is on 10th position (Figure 9b ), while being on 7th, 8th and 9th position in the rank from our method (Figure 4) . At the same time, acl is not included in PageRank. A similar situation occurs in the case of cikm conference (CR-based DM conferences, Figure 5 ), where it is placed on 5th and 6th position and 9th in H-index (Figure 10b) , and not included in PageRank at all.
Conclusion
In this article, we have proposed a model for influence discovery and estimation for communities within citation networks that focuses on time-dependency aspect of influence. We presented two metrics, Citation Ratio and Reference Ratio for impact evaluation between communities, the latter being a novel proposition aiming to evaluate influence from a reference perspective. We conducted variety of the experiments using a real-world set of scientific conferences.
The results have shown that the model can identify and evaluate the influence between communities, also while comparing the obtained results to baseline methods of PageRank and H-index. Furthermore, the conducted tests have shown that considering the time-dependency of publications in the model of influence basing on citations is important and not be omitted while dealing with community influence of conferences. Moreover, the presented outcome emphasized the differences between proposed two metrics for evaluating impact between communities.
As one of the directions for future work, further studies involving different communities are planned. In particular, the research comparing the results from experiments using communities created from author cliques versus conference communities could give very interesting insights on influence within scientific publication area. Moreover, a further extension of time emphasizing priority functions could also lead to improvement of the analysis of citation networks.
